Field Investigations on the Effects of Track Lateral Supports on the Ballasted Railway Lateral Resistance
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Abstract
Lateral movements of the ballasted railway track especially in the continuous welded rail (CWR) occur in sharp curves because of high lateral forces. Several strategies have been proposed to increase the track lateral resistance which most of them related to track curves with small radii. In this paper, track lateral supports as a new method have been utilized and a series of field tests have been conducted by using the Single Tie Push Tests (STPT) and Multi Tie Push Tests (MTPT) and their results are compared with the numerical modeling. The results of numerical modeling and field tests show that the track lateral resistance significantly increases in the railway with lateral supports, so that the lateral displacements of track are as a bilinear form.
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1 Introduction
Because of passing trains on railroads, different lateral and vertical forces are acted to railway tracks. The major effects of these forces are instability of wagons and lateral movements on the railroads. Lateral forces are perpendicular to main axis of rail which they are caused by two main factors; the first one is the lateral component of frictional force between wheel and rail (when train passes through curves, the frictional force is divided into two component that are parallel and perpendicular to main axis that the second component is considered as lateral force), the second one is due to contact between wheel and rail especially in the curves and rail buckling which is caused by axial loads due to changing rail temperature. Lateral displacement of railroad is longitudinal deviation of track which is caused by lateral forces and it may occur locally or widely along of the railroads. The lateral resistance is the most important factor in order to prevent railway buckling and lateral displacements by providing stability and limited lateral displacements. Also, the lateral displacement of tracks depends on the lateral stiffness in curves [1]. There are many items that affect on the lateral resistance such as sleeper types, the space between sleepers and the quality of ballast between them. Based on the existing technical literature, interaction between ballast and sleepers is the main source of lateral resistance which is due to resistance in three areas including interaction between bottom surface of sleeper and ballast, interaction between the sides of sleeper and ballast and shoulder ballast [2, 3]. The lateral resistance due to the interaction between sleeper and ballast depends on areas of bottom, sides and end of sleeper. When trains pass through railroad, vertical forces act to track and then they affect on frictional forces [4]. The passive force of ballast is the main reason for shoulder resistant at the sleeper end. As the passive forces mobilized in the ballast shoulder, increasing of them more than the specific amount do not cause to increase the lateral resistance [5]. Also, the mechanical characterization of the ballast such as ballast density and oedometric modulus affect on the ballast lateral resistance [6]. Xitrack was other technique which was based on polymeric materials. In this method, polymeric material was added to the ballast which resulted in raising the integration between ballast of railroad track and consequently lateral resistance increased noticeably [7]. Utilizing the frictional sleeper was an effective solution to improve
the lateral resistance. In this method, some jags were created on the bottom surface of sleeper which increased frictional interaction between bottom of sleeper and ballast and consequently the frictional coefficient increased by 67 % [8]. The nailed sleeper was a method whose result showed that using a pair of nails of 40 mm in diameter and 1500 mm in length could increase the lateral resistance more than twice compared to the normal condition [9]. Geogrid-reinforced ballast was a method that improved the lateral resistance. In this method, some layers of geogrid were installed among ballast layers which improved performance of ballast and track lateral resistance [10, 11]. Utilizing frame-shaped, Y-shaped, and dual-block ties can also lead to increase in track lateral resistance because of their specific geometry [12]. By using Y-shape sleepers, the lateral resistance increases in continuously welded rail track specially in curves [13, 14]. According to the previous research, shoulder ballast geometry dimensions affected on the lateral resistance and the value of mobilized resistance at the end of sleeper depended on the ballast shoulder dimension [15]. Based on another investigation on the lateral resistance, side ballast, shoulder ballast and the interaction between ballast and bottom surface of sleepers provided the lateral resistance by proportions of 37–50 %, 15–37 % and 26–35 %, respectively. Also based on results of tests conducted on the lateral railway resistance, portion of the ballast, rail and fastening system on the lateral resistance were respectively 65 %, 25 % and 10 % resistance respectively [15]. According to the previous investigations by using one, two and three stiffeners under the steel sleepers, the lateral resistance increased 24 %, 140 %, 203 % respectively in the comparison with a regular steel sleeper in ballasted track [16].

In another investigation, the relationship between the lateral resistance and vertical loads had been studied so that by increasing the vertical loads, the lateral resistance increased [17]. The best solution to prevent the lateral sleeper displacement is increasing the track lateral stiffness. This research presents lateral supports as a new method for increasing the lateral resistance which is like small piles to improve the lateral resistance significantly. For this reason, in this research first the numerical model of railway track for measuring the effects of lateral supports is presented. Then, a series of field tests for investigating the installed lateral supports in track are done. In field investigations, the Single Tie Push (STPT) and Multi Tie Push (MTPT) tests are done to measure the improving the track lateral resistance by lateral supports.

2 Numerical model of track
In the current study, the track was modeled for two cases, the first case was a model without lateral supports and the second case was a ballasted track with lateral supports. The properties of track modeling were same as the track which a series of field tests were done on it. The location of the test was in km 141 km + 291 m of the northern region of Iranian railway track between Bonekoh station and Kabutardare station. As the lateral displacement in the steep horizontal curves is critical, consequently a horizontal curve with radius 350 m was selected for this study. Other properties of the track were completely same as Iranian railway including shoulder width: 40 cm, depth of ballast under sleeper: 30 cm, rail profile: UIC60, and concrete sleeper type: B70. The railway track was modeled in the FE software (Abaqus) as shown in Fig. 1.

Since there are many factors affecting on the lateral resistance including interaction between parts of track such as sleeper, rail, ballast and pad, therefore for numerical modeling, the geometry of railway and properties of track lateral supports were considered exactly based on properties of track which was located in curve with 350 m radius. According to the Iranian railway standard, mechanical properties of rail, sleeper and pad were introduced to the software based on presented data in Table 1. In this research, the railway track including rail, sleeper, ballast, and pad were modeled based on Abaqus finite element software. The ballasted track was simulated as a curve with 350 m radius and length of 45 meters long model. Static loadings with 120 kN according to loading pattern in MTPT test were applied into railhead perpendicular

![Fig. 1 Model of railway in finite element software](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Mechanical properties of materials</th>
<th>Poisson coefficient</th>
<th>Young Modulus (E)</th>
<th>Weight per unit volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rail UIC60</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>210 GPa</td>
<td>60.34 kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleeper</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>40 GPa</td>
<td>2600 kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pad</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1 GPa</td>
<td>1800 kg/m³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to track axis toward outer side of curve. The interaction between sleeper and ballast was frictional by considering the frictional coefficient 0.8. Since thickness of railway track component varied from 5 mm in rail pad to 50 cm in ballast layer, the meshing in the model have been done accurately for analyzing the lateral resistance of railway track precisely. Several studies were conducted to select the suitable profile for lateral supports. Finally, by considering many factors such as stiffness, flexural resistance and practical issue, U-Normal Profile (UNP180) was selected [18]. Therefore, their geometrical properties were considered based on Fig. 2.

Also, the steel type of track lateral supports was ST37 based on DIN 17100 standard, and their mechanical properties such as yield stress and ultimate stress were 235 MPa and 370 MPa respectively. Based on accomplished calculations and engineering judgment, shown in Fig. 3, one support was installed for each five sleepers. Length of the lateral supports and position of them are shown schematically in Fig. 4.

It should be noted that the relationship between lateral force and displacement were investigated for both tracks with and without lateral supports.

3 Lateral supports in railway track

Location of site for studying the ballasted track with lateral supports was selected according to following factors:

a. The site was considered in the railway track curve whose radius was less than 400 meters because of the most of buckling occurred in the steep curve.

b. The number of track buckling reported in the site should be noticeable and more than other curves, in other words, the track maintenance costs should be higher than other railway track curves because of many numbers of buckling.

Finally, by considering above factors, km 141 km + 291 m in the northern region of Iranian railway track between Bonekoh and Kabutardare stations was selected for investigating a series of field tests. The properties of the track curve are shown based on Table 2.

Before doing the tests, all rail joints were welded by Flash Butt Welding (FBW) Machine. By welding rails, the risk of buckling in CWR track increased due to rail longitudinal forces especially thermal forces. For installing the lateral supports in the track, firstly shoulder ballast was removed then lateral supports were installed in suitable places. In this process, distance and angle between profile and sleeper and angle between the profile and pneumatic hammer should be regulated carefully. Finally, by pneumatic hammer and air compressor, lateral supports were installed in track (Fig. 5).

Factors such as installing the lateral supports accurately at the most appropriate place, removing the shoulder ballast, around lateral support axis during installation (preventing from rotation of profile (support element)) were important for installing the lateral supports. One of the most important items to install the supports was the profile direction. In this regard, the profile should be placed in the proper direction, and also the profile should be perpendicular to track direction so that it caused a better

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inner kilometers</td>
<td>141 km + 291 m</td>
<td>Track curve radius</td>
<td>350 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer kilometers</td>
<td>141 km + 490 m</td>
<td>Total length</td>
<td>165 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curve length</td>
<td>45 m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
performance for increasing the lateral resistance. Another important item was the distance between profile and sleeper. In this regard, for reducing the distance as minimum as possible, it was necessary to install lateral supports accurately. The angle of pneumatic compressor hammer used in this research was perpendicular to sleeper for installing the lateral supports. Thus, all lateral supports have been installed vertically (Fig. 6). According to lateral supports installed at the end of sleepers, railway track maintenance machines including tamping, and regulation could be applied without any restriction.

4 Field tests
For investigating the effects of lateral supports in ballasted track, Single Tie Push Test (STPT) and Multi Tie Push Test (MTPT) were utilized. In STPT, initially fastenings of a sleeper are opened and then the lateral force is applied to the sleeper by hydraulic jacks in the perpendicular direction to rail and sleeper displacement is measured by Linear Variable Displacement Transducer (LVDT) that is installed at the end of a sleeper. KS625N is a device including the processor, displacement gauge, hydraulic jack, electric pump, hydraulic oil tank and oil hoses to transfer pressure from the pump to the hydraulic cylinder [19]. Fig. 7 shows the device of STPT that records corresponding force against sleeper displacement each 0.5 mm up to 2 mm.

The second test conducted in this research is Multi Tie Push Test (MTPT) that the process of that is applying the force to railway track so that the length of track test is 4 to 6 meters. The lateral force is applied to track by hydraulic jacks and in other side of track LVDTs are installed that record related displacements. Lateral force is applied to flange of rail which is read from the gauge connecting to jack. On the other side of track, 3 pieces of LVDTs by measuring displacements up to 15 cm are installed to sleepers that they are connected to the data processor device (Fig. 8). Finally, the force - displacement plot is drawn according to the kN-mm. The required equipment for MTPT tests are: Processor data device, Electric engine, Hydraulic jacks with a capacity of 30 tons, Wires to connect LVDT devices to computer, Support structure for hydraulic jack to load lateral force to rail, and Supports of LVDTs.

5 Results and discussion
In this section, the results of numerical model and field experiments are presented.
5.1 Numerical results
In this research, the railway track was modeled in a finite element software for two cases. One of them is railway track without lateral supports and second one is ballasted railway track with lateral supports. The results are presented in Fig. 9.

When lateral forces load to railway track without lateral supports, the force – lateral displacement diagram is approximately linear and by increasing lateral forces, lateral displacements increase; whereas in the railway track with lateral supports, the force–lateral displacement diagram is different so that by increasing the lateral forces, lateral displacements increase up to two millimeters, but after two millimeters due to the contact between lateral supports and sleepers, the track panel does not move more.

5.2 Field test results
Two categories of STPT were performed in this research, one of them in the ballasted railway track without lateral supports and another one the ballasted railway track with lateral supports. A series of field tests was done for these cases including STPTs on the ballasted railway track with and without lateral supports in the beginning of the track curve, in the center of the curve, and in the end of the track curve. Figs. 10, 11, and 12 indicate the results of STPT in the mentioned cases, respectively.
Since the capacity of the jack is 2 tons and the maximum displacement that can be measured by LVDT is 2 mm, load, and displacement axis in graphs of STPT are limited to 20 kN and 2 mm respectively. Fig. 11 indicates that the lateral resistance increases by 23 percent and also results of Figs. 10 and 12 depict that the lateral resistance increases but because of the capacity of the jack and KS625N device, it is impossible to measure the increase of lateral resistance exactly. Because of this issue, MTPTs are utilized to measure the track lateral resistance.

MTPTs were done for two cases; the first case was for ballasted railway track without lateral supports and the second case for railway track with lateral supports. In these tests, the lateral force is applied by a hydraulic jack, and the lateral displacement is measured by LVDTs and, consequently, the graphs according to force–displacement are achieved. Fig. 13 shows results of field experiments for two cases mentioned above.

The results of Fig. 13 indicate that up to 2 mm displacement, the diagram related to track with lateral supports is almost linear, but after 2 mm displacement, the move of sleepers stops completely. Consequently, the lateral resistance increases dramatically, and sleepers do not move more. Therefore, this graph has a bilinear form. For validating the results of numerical model, the results of MTPT tests and numerical models are presented in Figs. 14 and 15. These figures show that the results of numerical model and MTPT tests have good agreement.

6 Conclusions
The track lateral resistance is one of the most important factors in determining the technical performance and structural stability in railway engineering. Recently, many methods have been proposed for increasing the track lateral resistance. This research presents a new method for providing the lateral resistance in the ballasted railway especially in track curves. For this purpose, lateral supports were introduced and installed in the railway curve and then numerical models and field tests were performed to evaluate the track lateral resistance. In this regard, STPTs and MTPTs and numerical models were done for two cases including ballasted track with and without lateral supports. Since STPTs couldn’t measure displacement more than 2 mm and the capacity of the hydraulic jack was limited to 2000 kg, it was impossible to evaluate the lateral resistance exactly. For this reason, MTPT tests were done to evaluate the performance of lateral supports. Results of MTPT tests indicated that the installation of lateral supports in the northern part of Iranian railway increased values of lateral resistance noticeably. In fact, it can be concluded that up to 2 mm displacement, the lateral force increased as a linear form, but when sleepers stuck to the lateral supports completely, the track lateral displacement stopped and panel did not move more.
while the applied forces increased. Therefore, the graph of force – displacement was as a bilinear form. Also, results of numerical models and MTPT tests have good agreement that this issue proved the good performance of lateral supports in ballasted tracks, especially in curves. This new method has many advantages such as: it is easy for implementing, no need to high costs, system performance is guaranteed, increasing the period of track maintenance, and no restrictions for maintenance and repair activities, such as the grinding, welding, and etc.
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